Busy weekend ahead

On the road again
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After loss to Aggies. Long Beach looms ahead

Spartans play host to the Wolipack, then it’s double-header time
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Athletics director sought
for new unified department

Greeks go dry
for better rush
By Julie Laffrenzen
Daily staff writer
For the second semester in a row, SJSU’s Irate,nities are having a "dry rush" - that is. rush activities which will feature tinsmith:ill and barbecues
rather than beer.
Last semester’s dry rush was successful because
"rushees were more serious about the fraternity
Thes weren’t there just to drink the beer." said
See DRY RUSH. hat .A the,z,

Two directors vie
for sole position

By Tom Dunlap
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s men’s and women’s athletic directors said yesterday they would both apply
for the sole director’s position created when
their respective departments merge.
Vern Wagner. interim men’s athletic director. and Women’s Athletic Director Mary
Zimmerman both said they would apply for
the new director position hut that they
hasen’t yet.
An 11 -member screening committee
w as appointed during the break and is ac,epting applications until Feb 15. said
James Bry ant, chairman of the Human Per-

fonnance Department, who heads the committee.
After the deadline, the committee will
present to the Athletics Board a list of live or
six candidates to he interviewed, said Dan
Buerger. executive assistant to the president.
The structure of the new dis mon was
the subject of much debate last semester, and
is still undecided. Buerger said.
The final arrangements will be implemented after the new athletic director and the
president decide on the "hest possible structure.’’ he said.
When the new dis ision begins operating, there’ll be no lay -oils. Buerger said.
Hovveser. employees may have to till
different slots, according to the new structure and the desires of the athletic director.
he said.
die
The /Millet, 1,,

candidates, as well take t Rio around the
campus. Buerger said.
Coaches and instructors in the Human
Performance Department and other groups
that show interest will also have the opportunity to interview the candidates, he said.
The board will then present "three
names, unranked" to SJSU President Gail
Fullerton who will make the final decision.
Buerger said.
The position will he available April b.
hut that date is negotiable. Bryant said.
Screening committee member Benton
White. religious studies programeoordinalor.
said they wouldn’t start reading applications until Feb t.
’My guess is we’ll receive between 10
and 40. ’ he said.
Both a California State UniversiR
See ATHI.P.TICS, back p,;

Mary Zimmerman
women’s adderit direeh.,

Student Going up
textbook
operation
stalled
By Stephanie M. ".1.. hols
Daily staff writer
Efforts to start a student book cooperative at SJSU have been stalled
because of the need for a full-time staff
person to run it, said Kim Van Tran,
former president of the Executive
Council of Business Students and
leader of last year’s attempt to establish a hook co-op.
A full-time staff person is needed
to analyze the start-up costs, lobby for
space and money and oversee the entire project, according to Van Iran.
"People who were overwhelmingly in favor (of the hook co-opt
didn’t have enough time." she said.
"Nobody was willing to put in time to
oversee the project or could run around
and find out the costs."
Van Tran, a graduating business
major, is unable to devote time to the
project herself this semester.
The co-op. as described by Van
Tran, would sell hooks on a consignment basis. The co-op would retain
10-20 percent of the selling price and
return unsold books to the owners.

Joe Castillo. a student in Gloria Hutchins archery
class, adjusts his bow as classmates Gary Craig.
. Pat Afford and Natalie Wells look on. Wells Is

Construction cu ts archery time

’Nobody was willing
to put in time to
oversee the project.’
Kim Van Tran,
hook co-op leader

Van Tran and 14 other business
and engineering students proposed the
co-op last spring after conducting a
survey of 2(X) students which received
an overwhelmingly positive response.
according to Van Tran.
Greg Rose. executive assistant of
Associated Students, said the book coop is still a possibility.
"We are considering making (the
book co-op) pan of the job of director
of business affairs or making it part of
someone’s job who has time at the beginnings and ends of semesters," he
said.
"We had people interested in
being directors. You need someone
with motivation and savvy," said Van
Iran.
"Basically, it takes one visionary
totally loyal to the project." added
Van Tran. "If students are not forced
to do it for a class project it won’t get
done."
A.S. President Tom Boothe has
said that a hook co-operative would be
beneficial and that A.S. would most
likely give funds to help establish a coop Van Tran. who set up the Book
Exchange Board as an intermediate
step toward a hook co-op. said. "The
See BOOK CO-OP. page 3

ly stall photographer
John B Lawrence
II utchins’s assistant and Archery Club president.
Archery classes have been relocated to South
Campus since the Rec Center construction began.

Michael Burke Daily staff photographer
Ken Spiess, a junior majoring in economics, said he was amusing himself by doing handstands in front of the Spartan Complex.

By Divya Jhala
Daily staff writer
Archery students’ practice is sill lering because of
time consumed by taking the shuttle bus between main
campus and South Campus. said Gloria Hutchins. professor of human performance and an instructor of archery.
The main problem is in transporting the equipment
and setting it up. Hutchins said.
"That leaves only 45 minutes or instruction." she
said.
The archery field was relocated to South Campus in
September when construction for the new Rec Center
began. said Natalie Wells. president of the Archery
Club.
The field was located on San Carlos and Eighth
streets for more than 20 years and was used by SJSU archery classes and by the SJSU Archery Club, Wells said.
"If there was a place which was closer. I would he
fighting for it," Hutchins said. "Frankly. I don’t know
where else they can put us."
Hutchins said she didn’t object to scheduling an archery class in the gymnasuim at night hut did not know
when it could he done. The gyms are used every minute
of the day, she said.
"In the future, that may be a consideration." Hutchins said.
When the Res: Center is open. Recreational and Leisure Services will move to that building, she said.
"That would hopefully leave our facilities to us."
she said.
Wells is ranked 11th in the nation for intercollegiate
archery and is a nationally certified archery instructor.

She tomied the Archery Cluh in I9s4
"We are finding (the relocation) very detrimental lo
the archery program." Wells said.
Because of time lost in transportation, time spent at
practice has been shortened to 45 minutes. Wells said.
"That is a lot less instruction than what we had on
campus," she said.
"I would like beginning classes to shoot indoors so
they don’t waste any time and hase their full shooting
time," Wells said. ’’We get most of our members from
the beginning archery classes ’’
She said because the classes are suffering so will
the Archery Club.
There is a lack of storage space on the South Campus, Wells said.
’There’s nothing on South Campus that’s secure
for equipment.’’ she said
Richard Chew, associate athletic director and archery instructor, said students who have classes before
his class will have problems collecting the equipment
and catching the bus on time.
"I’m anticipating a little problem with this." Chew
said. "It may work out line hut I’m a little concerned
about it
The move to South Campus was logical. said James
Bryant, human performance department chairman.
"When the Associated Students voted for the Rec
Center, we had no choice hut to move." Bryant
said.’ South Campus has potential for development of
intercollegiate athletic facilities and human performance
facilities that would enhance the university.
" We have the potential to have that and hopefully
that will happen soon."

Slow rentals of videos prove no happy ending for bookstore
By Victor Manuel Inzunza
Daily staff writer
Once upon a time there was a
bookstore. It served its scholarly community and all was well.
One day video cassette movies after this semester," McMahon said.
McMahon said rentals during the
became very popular. and it came to
pass that the bookstore began provid- week were down to virtually none at
all.
ing a mov le rental service.
"The only time we seem to get a
But six months after it started
renting movies, things have not gone good response is on Fridays because
like a fairy tale for the Spartan (students) don’t have to bring them
Bookstore. said Nancy McMahon, back until Monday," she said.
Reasons for the sluggish response
manager of the general hooks departto the movies have ranged from stument.
"There is a question whether we dents being too busy to watch films to
will continue to have (movie rentals) it being too inconvenient to return to

Lack of student interest places cassette rental service in jeopardy;
possibility of selling movies to boost sales under consideration
he has never rented a movie from the
bookstore because
impractical.
"I don’t live on campus so I just
Deborah Henry, an aeronautical
the one (video rental) near my
engineering junior, said it’s not practi- ...,use It’s a lot more convenient,"
cal for her to rent movies.
Browne said
Browne said if the service isn’t
"Its kind of inconvenient tor me.
II I had a VCR and lived in the dorms being used the space should he better
it would be great . ’ she said
used.
A movie rental company is rentHenry said many students don’t
ing the space on the condition that the
have the time to watch movies
bookstore
keeps 10 percent or the
Robert Browne. 22. a senior, said
the bookstore to return the movies,
McMahon said.

gross. McMahon said
Currently, the bookstore is considering selling movies instead of renting them, she said.
The onginal intent of the movie
rentals was to provide a service to the
campus community. "hut now we’re
not really sure whether we’re even
providing a service," McMahon said.
The bookstore is also considering
adding some classic movies and instructional tapes toils 200 film library,
McMahon said
The bookstore charges $2.50 per
movie per day and Friday is considered one day when films are returned
on Monday. McMahon said.
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Editorial

Parking permit plan good for SJSU
TIii PARKING PERMIT plan currently under
study would bring more efficiency to SJSU
commuters. SJSU is primarily a commuter
campus. although traffic and parking policies in the
past have not always reflected that.
A top priority should he to streamline traffic
and parking operations, and this plan is a step in the
right direction.
Commuters would be able to get in and out of
the garages much quicker and easier, because there
would be no fumbling around for quarters. It’s frustrating to sit in an automobile waiting in a long line
while each individual driver puts three quarters in

the toll gate.
The permit system would also keep cars that
don’t belong at SJSU out of the garages, which
would ease the tight parking situation by freeing up
some extra spaces.
Granted, some part-time students would end
up paying more, and there is no guarantee that a
space will be available. But most students who use
the garages know during what hours spaces are
available, and plan their commute accordingly.
Yes, there are some drawbacks to the plan, but
the benefits far outweigh them.

Military action, not words for Beirut
Enough is enough. In the past two weeks. It people
have been kidnapped in Beirut. Lebanon.
The largest seizures took place on Saturday. as four
professors (three Americans, one Indian) were apprehended
as they were leas ing Beirut University.
Life in Beirut has turned from bad to worse to impossi
He for foreign swot-% The only sale thing for these people
to do is leave the country as soon as possible
Since the kidnapping of foreigners became popular in
1984. the is th,y taken by President Reagan has been to de
mand the safe and immediate re lease of those held. That has been
the case for Terry Anderson,
Thomas Sutherland, David Jacobson, William Buckley and will he the case for the latest victims
Anderson. an Associated Press writer and. Sutherland.
acting dean of agriculture at the American University in
Beirut. are supposedly alive. Jacobsen. an administrator at
the American University Hospital. was released. and Buckley. supposedly an employee for the CIA. is reported to
have been killed.
Since American officials don’t know wlire the hostages are being held, there isn’t anything this governmeent
can do. right? Wrong.
We have to deal with these madmen in terms that they
can understand. We should tell them that if any more American blood is spilled, we will send in American troops. And
not for the same purpose as they were in last time.
Between 1982 and 1984, American troops were sent
into Lebanon. along with French and British troops. as part
of the United Nations peace keeping force. What happened?
More than 200 Marines were killed when a car bomb
crashed into their barracks early one Sunday morning. On
that same morning, another car bomb crashed into the
French barracks, killing at least 50 troops. This came a
month after sniper fire from the hills killed and injured a
kw of the peace keepers.
This time we should have American troops in there for
a real purpose. Go in and question anyone looking suspicious.
Right now the Lebanese government has no control
whatsoever over its own citizens. Religous factions control
the streets. It’s the Christians on one side 01 the toy, n. the
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Moslems on another side, who are split among themselves.
It’s not an uncommon sight to see non-military people walk
down the streets carrying automatic weapons. The city.
once called the "Paris of the Middle East." has turned into
a pile of rubble, thanks in part to its I2 -year civil war.
Sending troops in might not solve anything, and the
rest of the world could see the United States as an aggressive nation, picking on another country that can’t defend itself against a superpower. But something must he done.
Besides, the tactic of showing military force could be
the only thing that these fanatics understand.
If an invasion takes place, every radical fanatic will
say that its open season on Americans and their interests
around the world. Terrorists will declare what has taken
place in the past (bombings, shootings, hijackings and kidnappings) were just child’s play compared to what will happen if we invade. It won’t happen.
History tells us that.
After the air raid on Libya last spring, every radical
group in the Middle East claimed Americans would be living a life of terror. But in the weeks and months that followed, the only terrorist act that took place was the hijacking of the Pam Am jet in Pakistan last August.
Right now, the rest of the world sees the United States
as a pushover -- a country that talks tough against terrorists, hut does very little. Our reputation for not negotiating
with terrorists was to put to rest when the Iran arms scandal
was discovered. Arms for hostages ruined us.
This country should take an attitude of being no more
Mr. Nice Gil> This country has been pushed around long
enough. Nov. is the time for those responsible to pay the
consequences

Tom
Dunlap

lice practices," Crew said. "That doesn’t mean that police
can’t he clever
they have a hard enough job."
But if a suspect doesn’t know why he’s being held, he
can’t make a knowing and intelligent waiver of his rights,
Crew said.
According to an Associated Press story, the details of
the case are as follows:
In 1979 Don Walker was shot to death while hunting
elk in Colorado. Authorities suspected John Spring.
A month later federal agents arrested Spring in Kansas
City for selling stolen weapons. Before questioning him,
federal agents did not tell Spring he was suspected of the
killing.
He signed a statement waiving his Miranda rights. and
during the interrogation. Spring said, "I shot another guy
once."
Two months later. Spring was picked up in Colorado
He confessed to the murder and was convicted.
The Colorado Supreme Court threw out the conviction
on the grounds that the confession was the unlawful outgrowth of illegal questioning.
The Supreme Court reinstated the conviction.
This is the hardest type of case for the justices. They
must think something like this: even if he was decieved into
incriminating himself. he was convicted of murder. Is the
vitality of the Bill of Rights important enough to let him go?
For the justices who can only see the trees, like Spring.
and not the forest, which is the dangerous precedent it sets.
the answer is no.
It should have been yes.

IT’S THIS DANGED
LOIK
itt Tapv! THE PRESS
iS TEARING REAGAN
APART MY HERO, MY
IDOL, LAUGHED AT By
THOSE LIBERALSWINE1

NOBODY’S LAUGHING
AT REAGAN . WE ALL
FEEL SORRY FORHIM.
CHEER UP! MAYBE
HEIL FINE) AWAY
OUTOP THIS mess.

I GUESS
YOU’RE RiGHT.
THINK I’LLJUV
’TAKE A \JAM

Dear Editor.
As you may have heard, in October of last year Gail
Fullerton ordered the closure of the family housing section
of the Spartan dormitory complex. The final closure is
scheduled for August. 1988.
Unfortunately. the University has no plans either for
renovation of present structures or for new family units to
he built or set aside. even though cost effective aid has been
offered by the city of San Jose. All new units will only he
for single students without children.
We of the Spartan City Family Association feel that
this will create an unnecessary and unfair burden for sill
dents with children. We feel that this action will make social and educational advancement very difficult for intact
families and nearly impossible for single parents.
For the many single mothers living in Spartan City
there is an irony here in that this action will essentially penalize them for assuming the responsibility of raising their
children. whereas the absentee fathers of those same children may enter San Jose State’s dormitories.
The reasons the University cited for Family Ilousint!..
closure were economics and minor correctable saleis
sues. The housing office states that the conip.e s cosi i lic
school $30,000 a year. This amounts to only 511(1 .1 yerr
per student family. Ls this sufficient justification lsir
the door of educational opportunity to responsible parents ’
For over forty years San Jose State’s Family Housing
has provided a chance for families to move into the main
stream of the economy. Spartan City has provided many
families an opportunity to move out of poverty where little
opportunity would have existed otherwise.
Family Housing has allowed many otherwise poor
families needing public assistance to become consumers
and taxpayers in a relatively short time. In summary. eliminating Family Housing will not eliminate the need for such
housing; but it will weaken the community at large.
A word is needed from you directed to the University
administration or Assemblyman John Vasconcellos in care
of the Spartan City Association. Vasconcellos’ office is
supportive of our cause and would like to hear from you
This will go a long way towards preserving family housing
at San Jose State University. Your support is crucial.
Dan Morrison
Graduate
Credential Program

Show compassion

Commentary

HEY RALPH !
kei Hy ARE YOU
SO SAO?

Peddling Backwards

New housing needed

High court mangled Miranda rights
Our constitutionally -guaranteed 1reedoins. explicitly
outlined by our Founding Fathers, are once again under at
tack.
The 11.S. Supreme Court dealt a crippling blow to the
Bill of Rights Monday. with its 7-2 decision in Colorado
v. Spring.
Police, before questioning. are now not required to tell
suspects of all crimes they are being investigated for, the
court held.
The suspect, therefore, might waive his Miranda rights
the right to remain silent and
without
have a lawyer present
knowing what crime he is suspected of.The court correctly calls
this a "narrowing of the Miranda rule."But more importantly . its a trampling of vital clauses in the Fifth and Sixth
amendments, on which the Miranda rule is based.
The Sixth says: "In all criminal prosecutions the acto he informed of the nature
cused shall enjoy the right .
and cause ot the accusation.’’
The Firth protects against self-incrimination.
The high court decision at least obscures these clauses,
and it comes closer to contradicting them.
The only relevant question regarding the Sixth is how
do you define "criminal prosecutions." Shouldn’t the questioning of suspects he considered part of prosecuting?
A citizen’s right to "plead the Fifth" is seriously damaged by the decision. How do you know if you’re incriminating yourself if you’re not told what crime you’re suspected or
"Our position is that this is not an appropriate narrowing of Miranda rights," said John Crew, Police Practices
Attorney for the Northern California American Civil Liberties Union.
flu suspect is arrested "for some piddling offense, like
an outstanding traffic ticket," he’s likely to waive his Miranda rights. Crew said. The police can then ask him about
some other, more serious offense, and use what he says
against him, he added.
In other words they can use trickery and deception to
.get a suspect to WillVe his rights
Even scarier than this decision, is that "this is not the
:
only area where the court has condoned these types of po-

71-tE LINI0W

TAKE
CARE
NOW

Dear Editor.
It’s time lor the University Police ticket writers ii
show a little compassion.
My friend was in a car accident and needed emergency
medical attention. Realizing we were illegally parked, I
wrote a note explaining the situation, placing it on the wind
shield.
Later we came out to find an "officer" in the process
of writing a ticket. We tried to explain hut it was no use.
even though the car was obviously dented and (the note)
was still attached.
Sure, next time we’ll look for that one empty parking
spot at the top of the Seventh Street garage. Thanks a lot!
Kristen Wall
Sophmore
Psycholop

Forum Page Policy
The forum page offers an opportunity to
express views on important issues.
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to
write letters. Bring them to the Daily office,
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 208. or to the Student Union Information Desk.
All letters must hear the writer’s name,
signature, major, phone number and class
standing.
Phone numbers and anonymous letters
will not he printed.
The Daily reserves the right to edit letters

Paula Ray
Christiansen
Union Trivia
words.
Jtisl three
Mumbled so low they nearly escaped the
ears of those around me.
"Turn him off."
"PLEAVE!"
Okay. four words.
President Reagan’s State of the Union address
Tuesday night brought tears to my eyes. Albeit they
were tears 01 sonic not -quite -identifiable agony, they
were tears nonetheless.
MC:111 . when he mentioned Benjamin Franklin
I couldn’t help but well
and the rising sun
sigh.
This year is the bicentennial of the U.S. Constitution. and Reagan seized the opportunity to touch our
hearts v. ith the same words of energy. spirit and promise that "filled each eventful day in Philadelphia’s
Statehouse" hack in 17/17.
I wish Mr. Benjamin could have heard it.
If I recall my history correctly. Benjamin was always one for pranks and games.
And Reagan played a great game of trivial pursuit
the other night.
He reminded us that we have a government run
’’by the people." I heard that phrase about five times
too many.
the people. a unique breed called AmeriWecans who say prayers for MIA families we
never meet and hostages in foreign lands.
We the people who never turn away hungry people because our spirit is as "big as the universe" and
our hearts are "bigger than (our) spirits."
We the people who have the power to tell the
government what it can and cannot do.
Reagan has not visited San Jose lately. Last I
heard City Hall officials were dumping the homeless
hack into the streets.
"Our revolution is the first to say the people are
the masters, and government is their servant." Reagan
said.
Recall last November when Ronnie said the responsibility in the decision to sell arms to Iran was
"mine and mine alone."
Recall in December when he admitted that ’niis
takes were made."
The "quest for excellence" begins in the classroom. Reagan said. yet he makes cutbacks in financial
aid for university students.
Reagan made no apologies last night. but urged
tor did he plead?) for Americans to look to the future
and ignore the cynic who questions whether we’re at
the beginning or the end.
It’s hard to tell where we are any more. Much of
the American public is cynical . . tired of hide-andseek, dodge ball, scruples and monopoly.
Reagan has played so many games since Nov. 25
when it was discovered that profits from secret
arms sales to Iran were being diverted to the
Nicaraguan Contras, that we’re dizzy.
He’s been hiding. dodging and scrabbling his
words.
Between the "hello’s" and "goodbye’s" from
airplane terminals and hospital windows, our poker1.tccit president has thrown us a few raw deals.
The president’s address relied on 1787 trivia
scattered with 2(10 years worth of past presidents’
principles and very few original ideas - for support
of 201h century issues.
Reagan quoted Roosevelt. Truman, Kennedy,
and the Monroe Doctrine, hut they failed to support
his address
Perhaps our president should play a game he’s
sure to win:
Pin the tail on the donkey.
Paula Ray Christiansen is the City Editor of
the Spartan Daily . Peddling Backwards is not a political column, but one for trivial ideas. It is by coincidence that today’s subject is Reagan’s polioften trivial and often backwards.
tics
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Around Other Campuses
Stanford
The U.S. Department ol Agriculture and the National
Institute of Health have judged Stantiird’s animal research
facility "very good."
The USDA, which was checking to see if the animals
were being treated "humanely." held three surprise inspections at Stanford during the past year.
The most recent inspection showed Stanford’s research
center is a "very good facility with no major problems all. said Dr. Kevin Cassidy. the USDA veterinarian medical officer who was in charge of the inspection.
Former v !siting History Prof. Norman Davis has filed
an amended lawsuit in Superior Court of California against
Stanford University for damages of $9 million following the
university’s refusal to grant Davis tenure.
His orginal suit against Associate Iiistor Prot Harold
Kahn and 30 unnamed members of the history department
was thrown out of court last May when it w as ruled that
Davis had no course 01 action. The lawsuit tollowed the
History Department faculty meeting which voted 12-11 to
deny Davis tenure.
Davis. one of the world’s leading experts in Polish history, served as director of Summer Program at Krakow. Poland.
Students celebrating a long campus weekend went too
far last Friday. and residents in the neighborhood surrounding the campus reported damages to their houses and cars.
Fights broke out and property damage occured near the
Sigma Chi and Beta Phi houses, including reports of a
drinking fountain torn from a wall, bathrooms being vandalized and lawns being urinated upon.
One house reportedly suffered up to $2,000 in damages. including holes in the third floor walls, a pulled lire
alarm, a door ripped from its hinges and a fire extinguisher
turned on near a stairway.

UC-Santa Barbara
Members or the University Christian Fellowship have
called the UCSB regulation that states politcal and religious
groups must pay for use of campus facilities discriminatory.
Leaders of the UCF were to meet with UCSB attorney
Phil Spiekerman on Jan. 21 to discuss the legality of the
regulation. UCF stafk.worker Libby Giles claims the regualtion is a "clear cut -and -dry violation of religious and political student groups’ constitutional rights.- hasid nn

1981 Supreme Court decision of Widinar vs. Vincent.
In that case. the Court ruled that the constitutional
rights of freedom 01 religion and speech were v iolated at the
University of Missouri at Kansas City when a group Wdtx
denied from holding religious meetings on campus.

Hostages threatened with death

West Valley Junior College
The West Valley -Mission College Board ol Trustees
unanimously approved the chancellor’s request to start
parking fees at both campuses. The $15 lee will raise costs
for full-time students by 24 percent and part-time students
by 48 percent.
Vivian Harry. a student trustee for West Valley, was
very upset by the hoard’s decision.
"I had hoped that the board would have approved the
$10 fee since it would have covered expanses for the program in the first year." Harry said. "Maybe if some students hail come to the meeting, the hoard might have been
more sympathetic."

UC-Berkeley

Radio Aztlan and KSJS will disThe Amateur Radio Club will
cuss sign-ups and hold a one -hour mini hold a meeting at 7 p.m. Monday night
dance with disc jockeys from noon to I in Room 333 of the Engineering Buildp.m. today in the Student Union Upper ing. Call 277-3470 for information.
Pad. Call Jesse Marquez. or Dave
Yohn at 277-2766 for information.
The Associated Students is holding a book exchange in front of the
SIMS-SJSU (Students Interna- Student Union, or if it rains, inside the
tional Meditation Society) will hold a A.S. offices from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
lecutre 7 p.m. tomorrow night at 3920
until Feb. 6. Call Helen at 277-3201
Williams Rd., between Saratoga Ave- for information.
nue and San Tomas Expressway. The
lecture is titled: "Is Consciousness
The Hillel Jewish Student AssoThe Unified Field ?" Call Bruce
ciation will hold a Lunch and Learn on
Smith. SIMS Regional Director or
Tuesday in the Campus Ministry at
Richard Fox, SIMS-SJSU President, noon. The cost is $2.00. Call Hillel at
at 247-8963 for information.
294-8311 for information.

,
Soviets criticize tneir own

MOSCOW (AP) A top Soviet commentator has
published stinging personal attacks on two former Kremlin leaders, saying Leonid Brezhnev became a "monument to himself- and Nikita Khrushchev betrayed the
hopes of a generation.
The article by former Brezhnev protege Alexander
Bovin appears in the latest issue of the state -run New
Times weekly, which goes on sale Friday. A summary
was carried Thursday by the Tass news agency.
The article contains the harshest personal criticism
ever to appear in the Soviet Union of Brehznev, who
headed the nation’s Communist Party from 1964 until
his death in 1982.
Brezhnev’s tenure is now routinely linked to stagnation and corruption, but most criticisms don’t mention
the late Kremlin leader by name.

The Newman Center will hold a
welcome dance at X p.m. tomorrow
night at the Campus Crusade Center:
South Tenth St. (next to Roberts
Bookstore). Call Jini at 779-5968 for
information.

KSJS, will hold an Organization
of RTVE 192 at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday, in
the Studio Theatre of Hugh Gillis Hall.
Call David Yohn at 277-2776 for information.

The Alpha Phi Omega service

The Communtiy Committee for

International Studies will start English
conversational groups today and offer
two-hour daily sessions during the semester. Call Muriel Andrews at 2773690 for information.
The Fantasy and Strategy club is
taking applications until Feb. 27 for
those interested in joining and learning
mental self-reliance in the Psychology
Office, Dudley Moorehead Hall Room
157. Call Larry Machado at 277-8212
for information.
The Human Resource Administration Club will hold its first meeting
at 5 p.m. in the Student
Tuesday
on
Union Pachecho Room. Call Denise
Romano at 297-7393 for information.
The SJSU Tae Kwon Do Club
will hold practices on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 7 to 8:30 p.m. in
Spartan Complex. Room 75 throughout the semester. The club offers instructions in martial an of Tae Kwon
Do for all interested students and faculty. Beginners to advandce martial
artists are welcome to join. Call Mr.
Choi for information at 258-9800.

Impasse in international trade war
I he
WASHINGTON (AP)
Reagan administration announced
plans
to
imdropping
Thursday it was
pose steep tariffs on selected European
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goods alter a last -minute irkwe was IS’
gotiated in a trans -Atlantic trade war
over farm products.
U.S. Trade Representative Clayton K. Yeutter said President Reagan
would rescind his order imposing duties of up to 200 percent on European
gin, cognac, cheeses and vegetables
under a compromise reached the day
before the tariffs were to take effect.
Yeutter said in a statement that,
as part of the agreement. the 12-nation
Community
Economic
European
promised "full and fair compensation" to the United States for an estimated $40) million in lost U.S. grain
sales to Spain.
The sales were lost when Spain
joined the EEC last year and adopted
its tariff system.
"This is the first time that the
United States has received full compensation following an enlargement ot
the EEC," Yeutter said.
However. U.S. farm groups said
the compromise does not go far
enough because part of that compensation will he in the form of reduced tariffs on non-agricultural products.
"We’re rather disappointed. We
were hoping the numbers would he
higher." said Bill Wilson, a spokes
man for the U.S. Feed Grains Council.
And, while the agreement appeared to signal at least a temporary
halt in an escalating trade war with Europe, deep frictions remained.
For instance. Deputy Trade Represenative Alan Woods told a news
conference that the compromise would
have no effect on other ongoing trade
disputes, including possible U.S. retaliation to protest European commer
cial aircraft subsidies.
In Brussels. Willy de Clercq. the
EEC’s chief negotiator, said he was
satisfied with the accord, calling it "an
honorable compromise."
And U.S. Agriculture Secretarv
Ricahrd E. Lyng said the agreement
would help avoid "a trade war with
our major trading partner- while

dealing the way for an upcoming
round of global trade liberalization
talks in Geneva.
They estimated that of these shipments. about 2 million tons would
come from the United States.
The EEC also promised to drop a
requirement that Portugal purchase 15
percent of its feed grain imports from
other EEC members, worth an estimated addStional 400,4800 metric tons
of sales.
A metric ton is 2,205 pounds
equal to 39.4 bushels of corn.

McAuliffe’s brother speaks

LOS ANGELES (AP) The ill-fated "Twilight
Zone- helicopter barely moved when three initial explosions hit. hut began a tailspin as a third and fourth blast
went off, an FBI expert testified Thursday.
Gerald Richards. an expert in photographic analysis, showed jurors charts he constructed from a frame by -frame analysis of movie film that recorded the fatal
scene.
Richards was slated Thursday afternoon to give the
most exact approximation so far of the helicopter’s location when bombs knocked it out of the sky.
The helicopter, flying through special effects explosions as part of a Vietnam War scene on July 23, 1982,
careened out of control and fell on top of actor Vic Morrow and two children, killing them.

A former UC Berkeley financial aid office employee
has been convicted of arranging Pell grants for at least three
people.
Three people. none of them students, testified that former assistant administrator Ida Johnson approached them
and told them they could earn $4(8) if they applied for a SI .9(X) Pell grant.
One of the witnesses who testified against Johnson had
received a fraudulent check and was arrested. The court
granted immunity to two other witnesses in exchange for
heir testimony.

fraternity will hold an informational
get-together at 7 p.m. Monday in the
Almaden Room of the Student Union.
Call Victoria Fakes at 998-0160 for information.

The Senate Intelligence
WASHINGTON (AP)
Committee has traced Iranian arms sales prol its. apparrebels, to a secret
Nicaraglias
for
Contra
intended
ently
Cayman Islands hank account. the panel’s chairman said
Thursday .
But Sen David Boren said a newly written committee report has not yet determined "the ultimate resting
place of this money " The report was to he released later
Thursday.
Boren said the report includes "no direct evidence
that would state" that President Reagan knew 01 the diversion or "that he directed the diversion of funds" to
the Contras
"You cannot linally resolve that question when you
don’t have the testimony 01 North and Poindexter and
others.- Boren said 01 two departed administration lig
ures. Vice Adm. John M. Poindexter and IA. Col. Oliver
1. North.

Film gives ’Zone’ hints

Spartaguide
The Bulwer-Lytton Undergraduate Society will hold a meeting fixim
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m, today in Faculty
Offices Room 104. Call Kim Apathy
at 293-6491 for information.

Iranian arms funds located

Moslem kidnappers
BEIRUT. 1.ehjnitii I Al’ I
said Thursday they will kill lour men seized last weekend it U.S. military forces attack Lebanon, and they released a picture of an American captive with two automatic rifles held to his head.
Anglican Church envoy Terry Waite remained out
01 sight kir the 10th day He is negotiating with the captors of two Americans held since 1985.
The hostages threatened with death Thursday are
three Americans and an Indian abducted Saturday at BeiCollege.
University
rut
In Washington, a Reagan administration official
said: "We hold the captors responsible for the safety of
the hostages. We call tor the immediate release of all
hostages. We do not speculate on any course of action
the United States inay or may not take.
Defense Department sources said II kidnappings in
Moslem west Beirut in less than two weeks prompted the
United Slates to hold the aircraft carrier John F. Kennedy and its 11 -ship battle group in the Mediterranean
Sea. They called the action precautionary and one said:
"The current posture of our forces is not a threat to any tine."
The USS Nimitz. scheduled to relieve the Kennedy,
is also in the Mediterranean.

An umbrella group of 13 campus Chicano interest groups
last week initiated a two-week campaign of activities to inform students about the potential health hazards posed by
five major pesticides used on table grapes.
El Congreso organized the boycott at UCSB and Isla
Vista in response to a call earlier this month by Cesar Chavez, United Fann Workers President
Chavez claims the pesticides cause illness, permanent
disability and death among farm workers and their families,
and he says their use has increased dramatically in the past
decade.
University administrators have repeatedly said they
will not join the boycott, claiming it is illegal since it is not
a direct boycott of grape producers.

Book co-op
questionable
BOOK C0-01’. from page I
hook hoard symbolizes something that
could be done."
The Book Exchange Board, located on fair weather days at the edge
of the An Quad in front of the Student
Union and on rainy days outside the
A S. office on the third floor of the
S.U., provides students with a central
place to advertise hooks needed or
hooks for sale during the first and last
two weeks of the semester. Van Trait
said.
The hoard is divided into schools
and departments. Students interested
in selling books fill out blue cards detailing the name of the hooks, the
prices and how to reach them, she
said.
The cards are then placed on
hooks under the appropriate department name. Students looking for
hooks 1111 out the same inforniation on
yellow cards.
"It takes five minutes and four
people to put the board outside.- Van
Iran said. "Still, people don’t have
the commitment to do that."
But, according to Rose. the board
is being put out every day.

EXPANDYOUPHOIRIZO

FRAMINGHAM, Mass. (API -- Christi’ McAuliffe’s brother accused NASA on Thursday 01 expliiiiini!
his sister for the sake of publicity and called on the
enriment to abandon for now programs to put every ilav
people into space.
"They shouldn’t he using the public for something
that’s mainly for the government," said Christopher
Corrigan, whose sister was chosen to be the first private
citizen in space.
Corrigan also said he feels his sister was used by the
space program "because she thought it was more sale
than it was. His comments ended a year lif almost complete si
lence from relatives of the Concord. N.H. school
teacher, who was killed along with six tellow astronauts
when the shuttle Challenger blew- up shortly after litton
Jan. 28. 1986.
Corrigan, who made similar comments Wednes,l,i
to a local newspaper after a memorial service for hIs
ter, said he believes his parents share some of his teel
ings. They have declined to comment on the accident
that killed their daughter.

Van de Kamp supports prison
LOS ANGELES (AP)
State Attorney General
John Van de Kamp joined other Democrats in a dispute
with Republican Gov. George Deukmejian over a proposed Los Angeles County prison.
In an interview with the Los Angeles Times pub
lished Thursday. Van de Kamp said the governor should
push for legislation to open two new state prisons
the battle over where to put a Los Angeles Count v 0:5 II
continu4.
The attorney general also said he may run for gov ernor in 1990, hut added that it’s too early to make a
commitment now.
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100 CIA is trailing them
the KGB is tracking them
the phone company is tracing them
the police are chasing them
cowboys are herding them
Indians are hunting them.
they going to fall for all of that’)
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Baseball team
takes on Reno

Spartans blown out
by New Mexico State

stcpticii Ellison
winter
Way
In order to neutralste a "very aggressive" ollense
he University of Nevada -Reno this weekend. SJSU
Ir
baseball coach Sam Piraro said hell he relying mostly on
good pitching and a sound defense
The Wolipack are in town or a three
against the Spartans, starting with tiday ’s game
p. in and ending with a double-header tonuillOM .it n0011
’Whenever you’re going against a good -bitting team.
you always want to until the number ill outs given to
them.’ Piraro said
"In Monday’s game against Siantord. we gave them
Iwo lour -out innings," he said, relemng to a couple ol
physical errors made in the field. "Many learns will capital
we on those types ol mistakes like Stanford did
Piraro tees good pitching can play a big pan in hold
mg down the Wolipack hitters.
’Our pitchers need to concentrate on staying ahead in
the count.’’ Piraro said. "If they can do that, it should clint
mate their aggressiveness at the plate."
But Piram said the Wolipack are capable of striking
from other angles.
"They are a very sound offensive team." Piraro said
’They can do more than just hit well
they can use the
hunt effectively and run the bases %%cll.’. he said.
As tar as the Spartans’ ollense is concerned. PITA’,
said he is sticking to his game plan
"We’re not a power -hitting team, we’re a one -run
team." Piro() said "We play tor one run per inning. trying
to move the runners with a bunt or a hit-and-run.
"We’re not going to let the opponent dictate our tit
tense. he continued. "We’ll play our game irregardless oi
who we play "
The Spartans will go with the same lineup that was
used in the Stanford series last weekend.
Piraro said he’s content with the present starters, hut he
won’t he afraid to go to his bench if it’s necessary..
"11 there’s no production. I may imike some
changes." Piram said. "We’ve got good depth on this
tearn..
will get the start
Right-hander Dan Archibald
today. Against Stanford a week ago he allowed lust use hits
in seven and one-third innings, striking out sty
on
Anthony Telford is scheduled to start the
Saturday and junior Jell Knopf will get the call tor the
seven -inning nightcap.
Following the Reno series, the Spartans will
State
a double-header against
on Sunday.
Piraro will give junior right-hantler Al Bact the start
in the lirst game. Bacosa was supposed to start a ins’ Stanford on Wednesday. hut the game was suspen d for the
second time due to rain.

stall

game sent,
al

I irsi game

Sacramento lor

travel to
Sacramento

Junior Mark Dover. also a right-hander, will probably
start the second game. Piraro said.

By David Barry
writer
Oady
Somewhere between San Jose
and Las Cruces. N.M.. the SJSU
men’s basketball team lost something.
Too had it wasn’t their luggage.
Instead. the Spartans misplaced
their shooting touch. losing 72-43 to
New Mexico State last night.
The loss, which dropped the
Spartans to 5-4 in PCAA play .
overall, was their worst loss since
tieing defeated by 35 points at AriAina
on Dec.
19114,
Last night. the Spartans shot a
measly 24 percent from the field.
The trouble began early. The
Spartans did not score their first basket
until forward Reggie Owens popped in
an Ill -footer with 5:40 gone in the I irst
half. And then things really got had.
Ricky Berry’s three -pointer with
12 minutes left in the first half, pulling
the Spartans to within live at 10-5.
would in essence be their last breath.
The Spartans. who trailed by
26-15 count at the
the half, shot
only seven of 29 in that period for just
24.1 percent.

staff

Travels to Sacramento Sunday

9-9

I.

ain
l’he future is up in the air for the Spartan
basketball team, show here against Ful-

Kohlruss Daily staff photographer

lertim State Saturday afternoon, after Insing 72-43 at New Mexico State last night.

end of

Spartans, 49ers clash Saturday
By. David Barry

Daily staff writer

The limp Beach State basketball team
has been the surprise ol
The 49ers. who lim.hed
1.1.1

the 1VAA
place a
year ago, ill Knife y ;suing SIM’ lot sole
possession ol second plat ’e tomorrow iught
Spartans on the Alr
Kssis (90.7 FM) Air Time. 7.20 p m

Game Time- 7-30 p.m. Saturday
MITT (1500 AM) Game Time: approximately 9:30 p.m Saturday (delayed)

People espected
play mg as well

Long
1.1111 while lea
as they
Beach Stale hi he
have ts 1 in league ploy . Ill lit overall).
SJSU coach Bill Berry is not amaied
play.
thought that they would
’The
he an improved tearn.’’ Berry said. "But
they’re better than people thought ’
Long Beach State coach Ron Palmer agrees with Berry. In fact, he believes his team
is capable of more.
"I’m not surprised... Palmer said.

49ers

by the

esperls

"They ’re not even playing like we want
them to. We have a lot of kids who are getting better. hut I’m not satisfied."
Palmer does believe that his team will
be ’letter for their second appearance against
SJSU
In the PCAA opener for both clubs on
Jan 3. SJSU dominated all facets of the
game, rolling,up a 73-56 verdict over the visiting 49ers.
1 thought we just played together in
that game." Berry said. "We juggled the
lineup and pulled together. We did a real
good nth on offense. Dietrich Waters.
George Puou and Bobby Evans all contributed...
Berry also thought that a key to the win
was the Spartans. defense.
"I thought we had a good team effort
defensively on their three-point shooters and
against Anthony Langston... Berry said.
Langston. the 49ers. center, enters Saturday’s contest averaging 10.7 points per
game. Long Beach State’s main offensive
threat is guard Morton Wiley.
is averaging

12.6 points per game.

the early season

However. Palmer saw
contest from a different perspective.
"We weren’t as prepared as we would
have liked to have been," Palmer said.
were coming off games on Dec. 27 again,t
UCLA and on Dec. 30 against Georgetow ii
By the time the season started, we iii
weren’t ready for San Jose State. This time
we will he."

"We

Palmer is hoping to keep SJSU trill
sweeping the season series 14 the first time
since the two teams entered the league in
1970. He will need a big contribution from
his outside shooters to do so.
Led by Wiley, John Hoffman and Tony
Ronfone. the 49ers have at least three shooters who can hit from beyond the three-point
line.
"We’re just
have people
who are capable from 20 feet out." Palmer
said.
But Long Beach State knows that it will
have to do more than play offense.
"We’re going to have to a good job on
Ricky Berry and Reggie Owens, they’re both
good players." Palmer said.

fortunate to

kick) Berry, the leading scorer in
the PCAA. shot just two ol twelve in
the first hall or
had to
think they had seen the worst.

live points,
By this point. the Spartans

They were mistaken. In the second half. New Mexico State outscored
SJSU 43-26 en route to the final.
Berry, who had his lowest point
on Saturday
production of the
against Fullerton State with II, did
in
nine
second -half
manage to put

season

points

But for the game. Berry was just
live of 211 from the field.
After Berry, the totals were no
better. George Puint. who has been
late. scored 10 points
while Reggie Owens finished with six
baskets.

struggling of

Outside of the Spartans’ onensive
effort, their biggest problem was containing New Mexico Slate lorward
Kenny Travis
Travis, who scored only It) piiints
the last tone the two teams met on Jan.
5,
a game -high 25 points.

scored

kinkoss
Quality Kodak Copies
At Affordable Prices
Term Papers and Reports
Theses
Resumes
Handouts and Flyers
SELF -SERVE COPIERS AVAILABLE
Velo and Spiral Binding
Gold Stamping
Passport Photos
Self Serve Typewriters
Cassette Duplicating
Course Reading Packets

310 S Third St 481 E San Carlos St
across from McDonald s( (between 10th & limb)
295-4336
295-5511
M-F 7AM-9PM
OPEN
Sal 10AM 6PM
24 HOURS

It’s eleven p.m.
Do you know where your paper is?

Yt

Let’s be real. Compare the equipment she’s using to yours. If
y’ou were Ix )th trying to tunnel through a in nintain, she’d have a
bulldozer and y( aid have a shrimp fork.
Don’t despair.Your problem is already half- solved. For lill)
ited time, y( Ai can buy an Apple’ Macintosh Plus (bra Macintosh
512K Enhanced computer with Microsoft Works f( w less money
Which is wonderful.
You get a Macintosh, with its speed, ease of use. and graphics
capabi Plus. vi m get a software program that lets y( )(I use all this
Macint( 1511 power in all win- subjects.
Microsoft Works is not just one program, it’s four integrated
programs: word processing, data-base management, spreadsheet
with charting, and communications.
Meaning you can put charts in your history essays. Spread
\ON’S Retrieval
_AV.,0Iles
sheets in y( air economics papers. Call n
i
at 2:00 A.M. to get the facts for your journalism story due at 8:00 A.NI.
SO if you’re taking more than one subject this semester, vou
should check Out Macintosh and Microsoft V’orks.
But don’t %raft till the eleventh hour. This offer will end soon.
And your paper might stay out all night.

Macintosh and Microsoft orks
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A broken water line at the Rev Center construction site
disrupted water service to tour residence halls and the Dinning (’ommons while turning part of Seven’t’h Street into a
moat.
The water line was broken when a 150-ton pile driver
was driven over a pipe which was six feet underground.

Berke Breathed

Marlene Blithe Godwin, who was denied Associated
Student funds to publish Outspoken, a liberal political magazine, said she will continue to try to change the A.S. hoard
decision.

oints
Jan.

Sports
The SJSU basketball team played the New Mexico
Stale Aggies on the Apples’ home turf. The Spat-tans are
currently in second place in their division.
New baseball coach Sam Piraro is counting on his defense to he outstanding in this year’s season.
Changes in the season schedule have upset swimming
coach Jack Mutimer, who calls the schedule "a joke. The
team have only eight meets as a result of the schedule being
changed so often.
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Not craty. but just interested in the promotion of suni
hoard riding as an aquatic sport, is the reason seven charter
members of the Santa Cruz Surfing club travel to the beach
city each weekend to enjoy their paddle -hoards.
Surt riding, which is heifer known as a Hawaiin sport.
is fast becoming a major aquatic sport in southern California.

Allegations that Spartan Shops Services employees
had used cocaine remain unproven following an investigaThat mans usefulness% it) mankind does not end with
by
tion
the University Police Department. UPI) has deter- death is being proved by the cadaver used by members 01
mined that one of the two letters tipping the police off to the Miss Alice Hansen’s Anatomy and Physiology classes
alleged drug use was writen by a non-existent person.
The present cadavar has been kept for 13 months and is
the third one to he had hy the college. It is five feet two
Jaywalkers can expect to he ticketed by the University inches long and weighs about 200 pounds. according to
Police Department, hut will not final their crime high on the Miss Hansen
list of UPD’s enlOrcement problems.
Construction on Project 88. the new Engineering
Building, remains on schedule. Enrollment in the School ol
Engineering is expected to increase about 40 percent alter
the $39 million project is completed.

111,

.
Isaac Newt

. . . in 1984
"This is a very special time for me." were the words
Claude Gilbert used recently to explain his reaction to being
selected SJSLI’s 21st head football coach.
The 51 -year-old Gilbert was named head coach at a
Dec. 15 press conference. replacing Jack Elway, who left to
fill the vacant spot at Stanton]
"There will he sonic subtle changes. hut in regard to
the overall football program. I don’t see a dramatic
change." Gilbert said.

IT
CAN’T BE
’THAT 8AP,
sHARKEY/

MY
PARENTS

HATE ME,
SPIKE.

. . . in 1942
Approximately one-third 01 San Jose State college’s
student body would like to see a four-quarter school year, a
six -day school week and possibly a complete elimination ol
between -quarter %acatuilns. while the majority of students
questioned in a poll yesterday lavored the present vacation
system.
"A six -day week would gi% e students more time during the summer to get experience and moneyu for the following year." said Don Hartman. junior.
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lirks in San Diego. Orlando, I -la.. and
Aurora. Ohio, and is building another
in San Antonio, Texas.
City officials won’t allow a residential housing development of any
kind to he built on the site. said City
Manager Dennis McDuffie.
The I08 -acre aquatic park is situated on the Palos Verdes peninsula
with .a sweeping view of the Pacific
Ocean and the coast 25 miles south of
downtown Los Angeles.
McDuffie said city officials knew
about negotiations to buy Marineland
and were aware of the purchase hut
had believed HBJ instead planned to
renovate and expand the park.
McDullie said they were aston-
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Good Clean Fun

Gene Mahoney

IN OUR LAST CLAS5OJE
DISCUSSED THE FbNEK5
OF REASON/C AND THE
f3ASic ril/LOScfH155 Cr
-4/

OKAYI’M HAVING A
FLASHBAcK. CLASS /S
CANCELED TbDAr.
/

FTATo OFTEN USED HIS
THEDKY0FIHE CAVE
To EXPNE55 THE DIFFERENE.
/
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ished to learn last week that Marineland’s biggest attractions, killer
whales "Orky" and "Corky," had
been iransfered to San Diego’s Sea
World. atsiiiiwned by UBE
"It signaled in the council’s
mind, that it you removed the two
main attractions, that it meant the demise of Marineland,’’ he said.
After the killer whales were taken
out. the City Council called a special
session Monday and adopted an emergency ordinance requiring HBJ to
maintain Marineland’s facilities. If not
reopened within two years. the park
must he rated and the area restored to
its natural state. McDulfie added.
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Hollywood salutes centennial
HOLLYWOOD (API --The film
The community was incorporated
capital, still struggling to regain its as a city in 1903. then was annexed to
oldlime glamour, celebrates its 10)th Los Angeles in 1910.
birthday Sunday with a star-filled gala
The celebration started a week
at the hotel where Oscar was born.
early with the Disney extravaganza at
Robert Wagner will dedicate a the Super Bowl. This Sunday’s hap"Walk of Fame" star to his late wile, penings will he marked by the noon
Natalie Wood. Bob Hope will drop an pealing of Hollywood’s church hells.
Oscar in a time capsule. Jimmy Stew- followed by the champagne reception
art will bring a letter from former resi- at the newly refurbished Hollywood
dent Ronald Reagan. Buddy Rogers Roosevelt Hotel’s Blossom Room. site
will provide a copy of his "Wings," of the first Academy Awards in 1929.
which won the first best -picture Oscar.
The sidewalk star for Natalie
The centennial salute will help Wood is especially appropriate. said
bring new life, boosters hope. to a Grant. since "she was the little girl
community beset by decaying stores who lived the dream." Surprisingly,
and street crime
she had not before been nominated to
"We want to celebrate not only join the 1.841 other names who appear
the entertainment industry, hut this on brass stars implanted in the sidelittle community of 141/2 square miles walks of Hollywood Boulevard and
and 200,000 people." observes TV Vine Street.
personality Johnny Grant, Hollywood
The centennial committee won a
Centennial chairman.
special dispensation from the Motion
"It was on Feb. I. 1887, that the Picture Academy to include an Oscar
real estate developer Harvey Wilcox in the five-foot acrylic time capsule.
registered his ranch with the county reOther items include a piece of the
corder and his wife named it Holly- original Hollywood sign, donated by
wood (after the summer home of a Gene Autry. and a Woody Woodfriend)."
pecker celluloid given by producer
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Changes in store for parks
RANCHO PALOS VERDES
(API --The new owner of Marineland
announced Thursday it will close the
aquatic park March I. while Knott’s
Berry Farm announced separately it
plans a SI2 million overhaul 01 its
Orange County park.
The New York publishing giant.
Harcourt Brace Jo% anov ich Inc.. had
just purchased the 33-year-old Marineland park in Rancho Palos Verdes
on Dec. 31.
HBJ’s plans for the site were not
disclosed. hut Executive Vice President Jack Snyder said: "The publisher
of Carl Sandhurg and T.S. Elliot does
not desecrate what it touches."
HBJ also ow ti Sea World aquatic
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Walter Lanit
The hoopla will continue through
the year. said Grant. Among the
events: a street dance at Hollywood
and Vine: a Hollywood Canteen night
at the Bob Hope LIS() Center; a Hollywood Bowl Concert at which Bob and
Dolores Hope will he crowned Hollywood Citizens of the Century: a celebrity golf tournament and a polo match.
To some longtime observers, the
centennial celebration seems like
painting fresh makeup on a varicose
dowager. Hollywood Boulevard was
never more than a street of modest
shops and movie houses, and in the
past 25 years it has been invaded by
cut-rate merchants, porno theaters,
runaway kids. hookers and pushers.
All this will change because of
last year’s passage of a redevelopment
plan. assures City C’ouncilman Michael Woo, who represents the district.
’There have been plans to redevelop Hollywood in the past, hut this
is the first time Los Angeles has put
money into it: 5900 million over 30
years.’’ he said.
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Historical Exeter hotel condemned
built the hotel. "li was something I’ve
lived with all my life.
"Itut times change, and it had to
go.
Justice of the Peace James Kirk
built the hotel on the northwest corner
of Pine and G Streets in 1904, 23 years
after he and his bride cane to town.
With Southern Pacific and Visalia
Electric railroad lines nearby, the inn
flourished.
’’Al the time, it was one of the
most impressive hostelries in the
whole (San Joaquin) Valley." said Joe
Doctor. history huff and associate etli

EXETER (API
They’ve been
gone for years: the maids, the desk
clerks, Mrs. Poe, the cook: and Birdie,
the good-looking waitress.
Without them, dust settled in.
Decay and transients followed. Finally. the Exeter Hotel was condemned.
Last week, workers started tearing down the two-story brick hotel, a
landmark for 83 years in this Tulare
County community.
"My husband drove me by there
... and I darn near cried," said Clara belle Reynolds. 66, whose grandfather

tor of the Exeter Sun.
The hotel recently was deemed
unsafe, said City Administrator Roy
Chace. and the owner. Exeter One development company, was ordered to
demolish or renovate it.
After renovation plans failed, the
city started demolition. A lien against
the property will pay for the work.
’We have an original guest registration hook, and there’s an entry
signed ’Gentleman and Lady.’ no
names." Mrs. Reynolds said. "I guess
hanky panky was going on even
then
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Campus
Dry rush back;
Greeks pursue
good clean fun
DRY’ RUSH. .1 runt page I
Treasurer
Council
Interfraternity
Mickey Hsieh, a member of Sigma
Alpha Mu.
"When rushees are overintoxicated." Hsieh said. "they wake up
pinned and wonder, ’what is this thing
on my shirt? During dry rush, they’re
sober and understand what a fraternity
is all about We get a better quality of
rushers who really want to belong, not
lust drink
Last month IFC President Jim
Knoll. of Delta Sigma Phi, said dry
rush rules are unclear. specifically
concerning off-campus, non-scheduled fraternity gatherings Knoll could
not he reached for further comment.
Frank Jewett, IF(’ rush chairman
and member of Sigma Nu. said he believes dry rush is imperative, because
it raises the overall quality of rushees.
’People are clearheaded and can
talk about the Nisinve aspects of a fraternity.’’ he said.
Ile said it also impels fraternities
to he MOM creative and organized.
Fitch house participating in rush
this spring has its own schedule of rush
events For instance. Hsieh said Sigma
Alpha Mu will have hroomhall games,
barbecues, and a "major party" serving virgin (non-alcoholic) daiquiris
rather than the traditional alcoholic
beverages.
Jewett said he is heading three
orientation, prorush committees
motions and house tours, which are
made up of two delegates from each
Iraternity.
A meeting of these committees
was held last Thursday to discuss past
problems with dry rush and how to improve it. The goal. Jewett said, is not
for fraternities to find "loopholes" in
the rules so they can drink. hut rather
to make the rules so they can he easily
adhered to.
After each house party, rushees
will evaluate the fraternities they’ve
seen, writing down what they like and
dislike about each house, he said.
At the end of the rush period, the
rush committees will reconvene to
compare these notes and plan improvements for the fall rush. Jewett
said.
"We want all fraternities to work
together to make dry rush a success."
he said. "If one fraternity hurts, they
all do."
I as) semester there was a problem with a house violating dry rush
rules. Alpha Tait Omega was fined
when they were found guilty of offering alcohol at an unplanned rush function

The ’,uilaiii,ii 0,:l:urred at a pizza
parlor where active and non-members
went after a planned rush function at a
local nightclub, prompting the need
for IFC members to clarify dry rush
rules.
Dry rush, Jewett said, will help
clear a common misconception that
partying is primary in fraternities.
"Partying is secondary." he said
firmly. "Many fraternities started a
hundred or more years ago and have
built strong foundations of brotherhood. leadership, and development ol
social skills...
Jewell said his fraternity is instils ed in the community’ and has plans
to become inote involved this semester
Ile also said it is beneficial to
have a social outlet while in college.
besides just going to classes. Fraternities provide a social outlet, as well as
making students feel a pan of the university.
"Joining a fraternity won’t detract from education: it will enhance
education." he said.
Dry. rush began on Jan. 26 and
runs through Feb. 4.
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Athletics seeks Wild Bill’ Poytress,
new director
ex-professor, dies
rrics. fthm
audit of the MU program and a National Collegiate Athletic Association call for more "institutional
control" over college sports led to the decision to merge
the departments. Brierier has said.
The men’s intercollegiate athletics budget was
S250,000 in the red last year.
Wagner and Zimmerman are uncertain what will
happen after they apply, they said.
"I may not even get an interview." Wagner said.
A new athletic director may want to bring in his
own people, so Wagner could he looking for a job this
summer, he said.
Zimmerman isn’t sure what her role would he. or if
she would have one. under a new director, she said.
"It’s just like getting a ness head coach. The person
may not he familiar with SJSU. the California State University or the Pacific Coast Athletic Association," Zimmerman said.
In that situation, the new director would want some
continuity, she said.
On the other hand, the director may want to utilize
new people, so there is a possibility she’ll he changing
lobs, Zimmerman said.
t stem

Wagner is concerned about the effects ol the
merger. hut he doesn’t think anyone currently working
in the athletic departments still lose their jobs, he said.
*I’m interested in an overall strong department...
he said.
The strength ol the new di% sum will depend on
support from the students, administration and community. he said.
Overall. Wagner said he is optimistic about the
merger

’A real rough -shot,’
says Dwight Bentel
By Judith Faughl
Daily stall writer
Retired economics Prof. William H. Poy tress died Monday in San Jose. He was 95.
"Wild Bill" Poytress. as he was called by
students and faculty, joined the staff at San
Jose State College in 1923.
He taught at SJSU for 40 years and officially retired in 19h0, but returned because of a
teacher shortage and taught until 1963.
’Anyone who ever went through his class
tsui never forget hint.’’ said Dwight Bente!. retired SJSU journalism professor and former
student of Poytress.
’lie was a real rough -shot type of teacher,’’ he said.
"If you’re lucky you’ll get a ’C": if you’re
a genius you’ll get a
to get an ’A’ you’ve
got to know more than me," was the warning
llo.s tress issued to his Principles of Macro-Fxomimics students, at the beginning of the semester. Bente! said.
Pity tress organized and headed an experimental interdepartmental public relations major
program before the journalism and advertising
departments took over the major. Bente! said.
Poytress was an adviser to the "Spardi
Gras.’ a campus festival. He would always
preside over the "Spardi Gras" king and queen

William F. Poytress
. . dead at 95
ceremony by announcing the winners’ names
in Latin. Bente! said.
In 1966. Poytress came hack to SJSU to
be honored as the Homecoming (’,rand Marshall.
’He was one of the colorful guys around
San Jose State for years.’’ Hemel said
Poytress received his bachelor’s and master’s degrees in economics from the University
of California in 1911, and 1918 respectively.
He belonged to such professional organizations as the American Association or Advancetnent of Science, the American Association of University Professor’, and the
Association of California State College Professors.
As of yesterday . memorial services had
not been announced.

Mild quake
shakes up
commuters
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A
mild earthquake with a preliminary
magnitude of 4.1 on the Richter scale
struck the San Francisco Bay area
Thursday. but no injuries or damages
were reported

Restaurant
Personnel
Coordinator
A New

in at McDonald’s
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LOOK GUYS, NO KEG.
Just twist a cap and you’ve got beer on tap.
New Miller Genuine Dralitm is real draft beer in a bottle. It’s not
heat-pasteurized, like most bottled beers. It’s cold-filtered to give
you the smoothness and freshness of draft beer from a keg.
No way, you say? Tasting is believing.

MILLER GENUINE DRAFT. IT’S BEER AT ITS BEST.
’986 Muller Bew.g Co Nhlwaullee

Ik,weredhp,i Peopk with Pride

